BREAST CANCER AWARENESS SOCK FUNDRAISERS
Allen R. Cherbonneau
PHONE:706-413-1761 TEXT:256-254-8439 Website:www.mrsock.net email: al@mrsock.net
ALWAYS FREE SAMPLES ON ANY OF OUR SOCKS

Great quality and great value ACRYLIC socks with BCA logo along with school name ,
initials or mascot wholesale to you for $6.00 per 3-pair pack of quarter-crew, low-cut or
very low-cut with a suggested retail(SRP) of only $12.00. In the crew or knee-high styles,
they are the same price as the lower cut styles, but they come in a 2-pair pack. The
acrylic socks are available in 23 different colors which include both Neon Pink and Pink.
NYLON CUSTOM BLOX SUPER socks are currently our most popular sock for
fundraisers. We offer them wholesale to you at the terrific price of $7.95 per pair for crew
or quarter-crew (SRP of $15.95) with the knee-high style wholesale to you for $8.50 per
pair (SRP of $16.95). We do offer the BCA ribbon socks pictured below at a 10 pairs
minimum, but you can also design your own BCA socks with your school mascot.
Our newest offering is the “mr. sock Sublim8 DTG” socks which offer limitless
design possibilities in any imaginable color since the designs are imprinted with a high
heat sublimation process on special super soft spun polyester white socks which we knit in
our own mill. These great socks wholesale to you at $9.50 per pair with a suggested retail
of $18.95 per pair for any style—knee-high, crew, quarter-crew or no-show.
Minimums—The pictures below show 3 of many special BCA designs of the mr. sock Sublim8, and a special
BCA Nylon Custom Blox Super crew. These special BCA designs have lower minimums than the minimums
for our completely custom design socks. The BCA Sublim8 has a minimum of 8 pairs of each design, and the
special NCBS BCA sock has a minimum of 10 pairs. Free shipping is offered with 50 pairs of Sublim8 or
NCBS or combinations. Our normal minimums apply to custom socks to your specification in one design or
sock color as follows. Acrylic socks have a minimum order of 60 packs for each design or color combination.
The Nylon Custom Blox Super socks have a minimum of 24 pairs for custom socks. The mr. sock Sublim8
have a minimum of 12 pairs with free shipping for NCBS or Sublim8 orders with a minimum of 50 pairs.

mr. sock Sublim8 (First 3)

Nylon Custom Blox Super Acrylic

ALL OF OUR SOCKS ARE PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA.
Please contact Al (info in header) for free samples, more info or to place an order.

